
UU Motor Intelligent Controller HW24V250W User Guide
1. The controller can works with both hall sensors motor and no hall sensors motor,

working with both 120 degree and 60 degree phase angle BLDC motor . Basic
functions are regenerative braking, auto cruising, reversing(100% speed as
forwarding speed), while the motor is breaking, the motor is stopped by the controller,
and motor can not move.

2. Model HW24V250W, controller size: 10.5cm x 6.7cm x 3.9cm; Controller wire
explanation:

Controller Function:
1. Battery power input cable;
2. Motor phase cable;
3. Battery power output cable(24V output);
4. Power lock(switch on/off) cable;
5. Reverse switch cable;
6. Braking switch cable(strong regen braking, when motor is stopped, the controllers
still can hold the motor);
7. Throttle cable;
8. Motor hall sensors cable;
9. PAS cable(pedelectric sensors cable);
10. Lower speed switch on/off cable;
11. Auto cruising connector;
12. Intelligent learning cables

Warning:
Do not connect the battery input cable(No. 1) wrong, that may cause the controller burnt.



Do not make the battery output cable(No. 3) get circuit short (do not connect them
together directly), that will may cause the controller burnt. When you first time use the
controller, make sure the motor is fixed in somewhere and can be move freely; make sure
the controller intelligent learning cables(No. 12) is connected. Connect motor to controller;
connect battery to controller; and then make the power lock(No. 4) switch on, at this time,
the controller will judge the motor status and try to make the motor run. If the motor is run
smoothly and in correct direction,disconnect the intelligent learning cables(No. 12), then
you can use the throttle to control the motor speed. If the motor did not run in correct
direction, you need to power off and power on again or to un-plug and plug the intelligent
learning cables(No. 12) again.

Controller wire connection guide in steps:

1. Battery power input cable
Thick Red: battery B+
Thick Black: battery B-

2. Motor phase cable:
Thick Yellow:
Thick Green:
Thick Blue:

3. Battery power output cable
Thin red: +24V output
Thin black: GND

4. Power lock switch on/off cable



Red: power lock cable
Orange: battery power indication power.
The two wires could be connect to a switch to control motor power on and off.

Connection example for this connector

5. Reverse switch cable
Brown: braking signal wire
Black: GND

When the two cable is connected together, the motor runs in reverse. If the motor is
running forward at the same time, the reverse function is activated, the motor will be
stopped quickly and run reverse. The reverse max speed is the same as the motor
forward speed.

6. Regenerative braking switch
Blue&white cable: braking signal cable
Black: GND



7. Speed throttle wire
Pink:+5V
Green&white: speed signal cable
Black: GND

8. Hall sensors wires
Red&white: +5V
Black: GND
Yellow&white: motor hall sensor yellow
Green: motor hall sensor green
Blue: motor hall sensor blue

9. PAS(pedelec sensor)
Pink: +5V
Yellow: PAS sensor signal
Black: GND

10. Lower speed switch on/off cable
Gray: lower speed signal cable
Black: GND



11. Auto cruising connector
When it is connected together, the controller auto judging a stable speed status and

activates the cruising speed function.

12. Intelligent learning cable

when you first time use the controller to you motor, you need to connect the two wires
before power on the controller ad motor, the controller will detect the motor phase angle
and decide how to drive motor after it is powered on. You will see the motor is running at
the same time of you switch the power supply on. After the motor running smoothly and
correctly, please un-plug the two wires during while not power off the battery supply. If the
first time, the motor cannot run correctly, you need to up-plug and plug again the wires
and power the motor.

Parts connection example to help better understanding
1. Thumb throttle with battery power indicator and switch on/off
button.



2. Braking levers

3. Twist throttle with battery power indicator and power lock key set

4. Two in one switch set. The horn button used for braking, the on/off light
button used for lower speed.



5. Motor hall sensors cable and phase cable


